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Welcome to our 2nd online offering.  We were so grateful for the tremendous support last year; a massive Thank-You to all the people who took the time to register, 
bid, and buy.  It was a leap of faith to have our first-ever offering in the new online forum; but nothing compared to the leap of faith 2020 required us all to take.  A real 
test of character that unified us all as humans across the globe, 2020 also threw some massive monkey wrenches at our heads here.  I took a real solid ass-beating from 
a cow in the barn so Devin had to take over managing the herd into breeding.  And while I was able to suck it up and breed the cows in the spring, it wasn’t without a 
cost to my recovery as I then had reconstructive surgery at the end of May. Finally, at the end of October, I was cleared to get back at ‘er!! And after over an entire year 
of recovery, I absolutely have to praise the outstanding health care I received from day one!! Just exceptional; every single nurse, aide, ambulance personnel, doctor 
and therapist. Too often Health Care, like Agriculture, is beaten down for what it isn’t, instead, of being praised for what it is: Amazing people doing remarkable things 
so intrinsically linked to our daily success as humans. 
Justifying our life’s work is hard, especially to people the further detached they become from the food chain… but my perspective remains the same from in, and out 
of, a hospital bed: you can get hurt doing anything, so do what you love, but try do it smarter every day. I consider myself lucky AF to still be able to do the job I love, 
but Life is just way too short not to have more fun with a job that takes so much of our physical selves. As I construct this welcome we are going into another night of 
-53 celcius, so enjoy this catalogue as it is our 2021 tribute to recovery and positivity. 
The offering this year is a bit more creative with genetic construction; the diversity in pedigrees diverge from the current mainstream, while still keeping within our 
own breeding ethics of hands-free calving and vigour.  Under Devin’s supervision, we managed the best conception rates ever, and locked up over 80% in the first 
cycle. A calculation that is rooted in our deep commitment to calving ease and maternal calving ease: the less stress at calving the greater the return in fertility.  We 
also rely heavily on loose highboot salt and Blueprint breeder mineral and tubs; the high quality and chelation helps to offset the deficiencies we fight in our area.  
We also feed a diet grounded in wild meadow hay, it is not easy hay to make, nor is it easy hay to feed; with a lot of waste. But we figure, if the cowherd can thrive on 
slough hay, they should work out in the diverse world of production beyond our own fences.
The bulls will be available for viewing anytime and if you would prefer any supplemental videos or pictures of dams or sire, we are happy to help facilitate.  Please don’t 
hesitate to call, text or email us about our exciting 2021 offering. 
To health and happiness in 2021 from Amy and Devin

The bulls and their mothers and siblings are all available for viewing anytime; please do not hesitate to call/text or just stop by. We are located 1 mile west of Rossburn on 
Highway #45, Turn North on Rd#145 and go 1.5 miles north and we are on the east side. You can also contact sales management for further help in bull purchasing needs.

Darnell Fornwald
403-795-8030

Shay martindale
780-812-4581

JOnathan Karsin
204-870-0329

Devin Saley & Amy Bonchuk

catalogue by:

PO Box 1740 Crossfield, AB T0M0S0
firstclasscattlemarketing@gmail.com

Welcome to the 2nd Annual AJB Livestock Online Bull Sale.  It is with great pleasure 
that we are once again working with Amy & Devin on this prestigious event. Once 
again the sale will be held on the Farmgate Timed Auction platform and Amy & Devin 
could almost be considered pioneers of this sale format. This concept was relatively 
kknew us all last year, but since the world embraced us with the Covid virus we have 
all become fairly accustomed to it.  The bidding will start March 14th at 9am and will 
close out March 15th and 5pm with a horse race style finish.  Look at the “how to bid” 
page in the catalogue for more information.
The bulls on offer are the right kind. Stout, hairy, sound, functional bulls that are bred 
and fed to last. These bulls are backed by some of the deepest, most proven pedigrees in 
the industry and are developed around one of the best herds of mamma cows you will 
find in the Simmental breed. Amy & Devin pride themselves on sound, good footed, 
functional cows that are highly reproductive and have great udders. It’s very simple at 
AJB, if a cow isn’t up to par or doesn’t pay her own way, she doesn’t stay. This has led 
to an absolutely tremendous cowherd, although smaller in numbers, is unmatched in 
quality. Please bid and buy with the upmost of confidence as the bulls are excellent in 
quality and are guaranteed 100%.
Please give Amy and Devin a call to discuss the offering and set up a time to come 
and view the bulls. If for any reason you are unable to make it to the farm prior to 
the sale, please feel free to give anyone of us at First Class Cattle Marketing a call. We 
will be very familiar with the offering and it will be our pleasure to assist you in a very 
professional and confidential manner in the purchase of your next AJB herd sire. I hope 
everyone has a great spring and I wish you all the best in the upcoming bull sale season.
Best Regards,
Darnell Fornwald - First Class Marketing

Amy: 204-773-6140
Devin: 204-859-0029

Rossburn, Manitoba
abonchuk@mts.net

www.ajblivestock.com
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New Bidders to the DLMS FarmGate Timed Auctions must Create a New Account 
All new bidders to DLMS FarmGate Timed Auctions must create a timed auction account to be able to bid on this 
timed sale. This new account is different from your DLMS.ca live sale account and is needed for some of the great 

notifications features of the DLMS FarmGate Timed Auction Site. 

NEW ACCOUNT
Simply click Register on the top right cornerfill in your account info, log in to verify your phone number  

& you are ready to roll with DLMS FarmGate Timed Auctions. 
If you have any questions or need assistance with creating and 

account or bidding please call DLMS Mark Shologan at 780-699-5082. 

OUT BID NOTIFICATION SETTING REMINDER 
All Bidders & Users  

Please remember to activate your email and textt notifications to receive out-bid notifications for lots that you are 
bidding on if you are out bid. To confirm you will receive the bid notifications after you log in, In the top right cor-
ner of the screen go to My Account, Click on Notification and confirm you have check marks beside your EMAIL 

& PHONE notifications and then click save.

farmgatetimedauctions.caMark Shologan
780-699-5082

9:00 AM MarCh 13, 2021

March 15, 2021

-ends-

-starts-

TIMED AUCTIONS
FARM GATE
Timed Auctions Made Easy

7:00 pmcst

l i v e s t o c k
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We are happy to keep the bulls until you need them free of charge;  
but require that you insure them, as buyer assumes ALL risk after the sale.

We are also happy to arrange delivery at earliest convenience for both the buyer and the seller.

All bulls will be selling under the standard terms and conditions 
set forth by the Canadian Simmental Association.
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CDI/PLCC DR. PHIL 145UKWD ASTERIX 7A PERKS BLK MUMBO 41Y
KWD ROCKO 25C KWD LABEL 10UKWD ATHENA 18A JONESYS MISS UNICE 12U

 LFE BS LEWIS 322UAJB BLUE CHECKERPLATE 17A BLCC MISS 196R
AJB BLUE INSPIRATION 22C  KIMLAKE INSPIRATION 90TAJB LADY INSPIRED 193Y AJB MISS 124R 36T

Si
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D
am

This homo polled power bull is the antidote to extreme moderation.  Needing to put some 
stretch back into your calf crop...Big Rock has some answers.  Increased length and diameter 
of cannon bone ensures that this bull will not sire cute Pocket Polly kind of cattle.  Big Rock has 
some legit frame, he almost made me consider measuring hip height again.  With all his added 
length and frame, this bull still offers the same calving ease, vigour and maternal strengths 
that any bull that makes this sale must have.  His dam has the extra frame, length and width 
over her hip and his grand dam is still in production and when we videoed you will see, for 
a Y cow, she displays the youthfulness of a far younger model.  Hair is dominant in this cow 
family, as with any throw back to Kim Lake Inspiration, you will have amazing hair and more 
power.  Big Rock is out of KWD ROCKO, a sire I have had exceptional luck with, combining 
amazing calving ease, vigour, but his legacy will be hair and big-bodied, barrel-shaped females.  

CE: 5.5 | BW: 5.2 | WW: 68.2 | YW: 98.1 | Milk: 29.2 | MCE: 1.7 | MWWT: 63.6 | CW: 25.2 | REA: 0.84 | FAT: -0.110 | MARB: -0.04

Lot 1 Dam Lot 1 Grand SireLot 1 Sire

JAN 19/20     AJB  20H    -BPG1330074-

BW: 96 | ACT WW: 920 | ACT YW: 1410

lot 1

AJB Big Rock 20H

  - HOMO POLLED, HOMO BLACK-  
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CE: 10.6 | BW: 2.4 | WW: 79.0 | YW: 110.8 | Milk: 36.6 | MCE: 6.9 | MWWT: 76.1 | CW: 21.7 | REA: 0.83 | FAT: -0.113 | MARB: 0.04

Lot 2 Grand Dam

ARTS BLACK CASINO B40KN TJ 57J THE GAMBLER  TJ NELLIE 56C
HSF HIGH ROLLER 12T SRS FORTUNE 500HSF RED FORTUNES SIS 33

 BOZ MISS C397

ALLM COLOSSAL 25UHOMESTEAD-T GRAPHITE 304C      CHERRY CREEK LAUREN 15W
AJB RED GRAPHITE DREAM 52F KWA RED ROCK 5TAJB LADY DREAM ROCK 21A

  AJB MISS BLACK DREAM 292T

Si
re

D
am

Penthouse is a bull that offers a very cool cross-section of some of my favourite bloodlines.  To start with, his sire, Highroller 12T is dead and semen is non-existent now, 
making Penthouse that much more exclusive.  I used 12T, like I use hot sauce, I put that sh*t in everything!!!  We had ZERO birthing issues, and he consistently sired 
calves that weighed less than their cleanings and were sucking within minutes of hitting the ground.  Penthouse has a great set of numbers and it matches his make-up. 
His Graphite dam is a dark red baldy cow that adds a touch more performance to the mix and is out of a great dark red cow family.   Hair, f-yes!!! Milk you bet!! This cow 
family has been developed to incorporate maternal strengths and dark red color; without sacrificing power. His Grand dam 21A is a leading matriarch and you will see her 
influence consistently in our herd and throughout this book. 

  JAN 7/20      AJB  5H    -BPG1330246-

BW: 89 | ACT WW: 960 | ACT YW: 1350

lot 2

AJB Black Penthouse 5H

  - DNA PENDING-  

Lot 2 Sire AJB 25D - high Roller Daughter
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CE: 12.1 | BW: 2.3 | WW: 68.1 | YW: 96.2 | Milk: 32.0 | MCE: 10.4 | MWWT: 66.1 | CW: 18.4 | REA: 0.63 | FAT: -0.136 | MARB: -0.02

JAN 06/20      AJB  4H     -B G1330207-

BW: 89 | ACT WW: 975 | ACT YW: 1350

lot 3

AJB Shining Armour 4H

  - HOMO POLLED -  

CSR MR SEGFRIED 176TKNIGHT STINGER 207Y MISS KNIGHT 108N
M&L KING SLAYER 24E DFM MARCUS 14MRICOCHET LUXOR 24X BROCK’S MEESHA

EMMONS BLACK HERCULES3C WALLY C240 BLK 3C CROCUS 9278 BL
AJB LADY WALLY 3E KWA RED ROCK 5TAJB BLACK ROCK BAMBI 16C  BLCC MISS FORCE 4X

Si
re

D
am

Armour is a unique black baldy calving ease sire!! Awesome numbers on 
this guy, and a complete genetic unicorn.  I had amazing success calving 
his sire, they were so tiny in fact that I didn’t use him much the next year 
because I was worried they didn’t have enough grow to them…and as with 
most decisions made too early, which is something we all have to do in 
this business every breeding season… I REALLLLY regret not using his 
sire more!!  Slayer’s growth curve spikes after the progeny hit grass and 
his daughters in the replacement pen are incredible.  When you talk about 
predictable calving ease, you still want to have something saleable at the end 
of the day and this calf should sire some insane females.  Being off a 3C 
wally daughter you have the added advantage of knowing she is a half-sister 
to Bodybuilder, one of the most influential cow makers ever.  The stacking 
of Slayer with 3C Wally, Red Rock and Shear Force helps to punctuate his 
calving ease predictability. 
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Lot 4 grand dam

 

CE: 7.4 | BW: 2.4 | WW: 72.7 | YW: 109.5 | Milk: 34.2 | MCE: 6.3 | MWWT: 70.6 | CW: 31.1 | REA: 0.91 | FAT: -0.118 | MARB: -0.17

CSR MR SEGFRIED 176TKNIGHT STINGER 207Y MISS KNIGHT 108N
M&L KING SLAYER 24E DFM MARCUS 14MRICOCHET LUXOR 24X BROCK’S MEESHA

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111XERIXON DEALER 63Z ERIXON LADY 35T
AJB LADY SMOKESHOW 9D KWA RED ROCK 5TAJB DOUBLE ROCK LADY 6A AJB LADY ROCHFORT 208Y

Si
re

D
am

Brass Armour is a heavier muscled red baldy Slayer son with a very cool pedigree.  If you ever watched the Ruby’s MilkShake video on YouTube, you will know that BIG 
barrel-shaped cows are the basis of this cow line.  This bull offers a balanced set of numbers with the real-time calving ease and maternal strength of his sire. The length of 
spine and hip shape is easy to appreciate and his weaning data reflects the very balanced siring power that lies within this extremely unique genetic combo.  

  JAN 28/20     AJB  31H    -PG1330101-

BW: 87 | ACT WW: 1010 | ACT YW: 1340

lot 4

AJB Brass Armour  31H

  - Hetero POlled -  
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CSR MR SEGFRIED 176TKNIGHT STINGER 207Y MISS KNIGHT 108N
M&L KING SLAYER 24E DFM MARCUS 14MRICOCHET LUXOR 24X BROCK’S MEESHA

KYKSO HADAUBHR BARON SA 2842P     TRANS-MAGALIES MABIE
AJB LADY BARON 16Z BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413PAJB MISS STRIDE 110W AJB MISS PENNY 123P

Si
re

D
am

We all have cows… we all have some good cows… but it is far rarer to have cows you could breed 
Blonde D’Aquitaine, or some more obscure breed, and still hit home run. 16Z is that type of 
cow.  Both her and her full sister are cows that don’t miss: adding value to what is otherwise just 
hyperbolic statements. Progeny off this maternal bloodline have sold to extremely discerning 
breeders: Jay-Dawn Farms, Joynt Cattle Services, KSL Simmentals, City View Simmentals 
and the daughters have also gone on to raise high sellers.  These types of dominant matriarch 
genetics carry countless intangible traits and they are very hard to quantify, but are crucial to 
the development of the breed. This son, Aristocrat is another great example of what this cow 
family does consistently.  Length, muscle shape, and style. I was over moon when i found the 
Slayer bull in Ontario, he was exactly what I was looking for;  Long, smooth, DARK red and 
polled, he was a calving ease diamond in my eyes.  Knight stinger made some exceptional 
females in the past and he carries the calving ease and vigour that I require in our program.  
So the combination of one of my best cow families with the functionality of BHR Baron, and 
the maternal jam of Stride in the pedigree;  to then double down with maternal calving ease 
of Knight stinger, Well it guarantees that Aristocrat will add tremendous maternal power and 
calving assets to a program.

CE: 5.8 | BW: 3.8 | WW: 70.9 | YW: 100.6 | Milk: 37.3 | MCE: 3.6 | MWWT: 72.7 | CW: 1.6 | REA: 0.76 | FAT: -1.49 | MARB: -0.08

Lot 5 Dam’s Full Sister Lot 5 Maternal Brother

FEB 19/20      AJB  61H      -1330000-

BW: 87 | ACT WW: 910 | ACT YW: 1370

lot 5

AJB Aristocrat 61H

  - Diluter Carrier -  
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CE: 12.5 | BW: 2.3 | WW: 65.0 | YW: 93.3 | Milk: 41.4 | MCE: 11.8 | MWWT: 73.9 | CW: 25.6 | REA: 1.01 | FAT: -0.130 | MARB: -0.08

ANCHOR “T” METRO 4EANCHOR “T” IKON 1H ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y
CEN LAREDO 519L WELLS CARGORICHMOND MISS CARGO 11J RICHMOND MISS MOSES 71G

ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59GSTARWEST POL BLUEPRINT      PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
AJB LADY BLUEPRINT 27F PROSTOCK HUGO 7052TAJB LADY HUGO 15Y

  AJB MISS STRIDE 110W

Si
re

D
am

Heritage is a bull that was created to propagate dependable calving ease.  His sire, CEN Laredo is a generationally proven calving ease sire, and his dam is stacked with 
calving ease and maternal power in Blueprint, Hugo, and Stride. It must also be mentioned that Laredo females make some of my favourite momma cows, soft sided, gentle 
and high powered with the good milk and udders that don’t deteriorate in high production. In addition to an exceptional set of numbers is Heritage’s awesome color and 
style.  This Non-diluter is colored right to his toes!!   His mother did a great job on him and I can vouch for her ability to sire smaller babies as she was bred to a heavier 
hitting bull this year and she still had a tiny baby: there is great value in that type of continuity. In addition to his genetic value, Heritage has tremendous eye appeal; he is 
so well balanced in his phenotype that he travels with an effortless stride that is awesome to watch.  
 

  JAN 17/20      AJB  14H       -1330227-

BW: 72 | ACT WW: 910 | ACT YW: 1270

lot 6

AJB Laredo Heritage 14H

  - Diluter Free-  



The Macho Man…OHHHH YEEEAAAHHHHH!!! A pen favourite and a genetic powerhouse built to throw down in any cage match!!  With his giant foot, loose-made 
style and masculinity, this wooly-haired, female maker is an exciting prospect to say the least. His dam is a definitive matriarch, easily one of the sexiest mommas on the 
farm; she is always posing with her juicy ass and ultra fem head.  Do-ability is a trait that is hard to quantify in real-time under varying conditions, but this cow is a super 
converter. She carries more flesh year-round than anything else in the herd; it’s no joke… she fattens on slough hay!   Another trait this cow family possesses is super 
productive longevity. The great grand dam:  294T is still in production and raised her second set of consecutive twins on her own again last year, and she still rebred. In an 
effort to propagate the productivity and high conversion, I used a son of AJB 8A’s two years ago, AJB Laramie 20F. 
Now the sire: I really don’t have a ton of experience with Macho beyond the few straws of semen I have played with, so in an effort to better understand the value of Macho, a 
bull that has been dead for decades, I purchased a Macho daughter last fall to get a sense of the genetics under production and She is so cool!! She is an outstanding mother 
that has awesome muscle shape in addition to her sweeping femininity.  Fun fact: she is ALSO thriving on the slough hay diet!! So, as I curated this catalogue, I had to give 
Macho Man the centrefold… it all just adds up to the kind of flair that only Randy Savage would approve of. 



CE: 8.1 | BW: 3.0 | WW: 74.0 | YW: 113.6 | Milk: 22.7 | MCE: 7.5 | MWWT: 59.7 | CW: 25.6 | REA: 0.65 | FAT: -0.103 | MARB: 0.29

BW: 91 | ACT WW: 980 | ACT YW: 1420

lot 7

  AJB Macho Man  16H

- HOMO POLLED, HETERO BLACK-  

MR BLACK GX 6WMEYER RANCH 734 MISS GX 728R
3C MACHO M450 BZ CIRCLE S LEACHMAN 600U3C CROCUS H112 B 3C CROCUS F759 B

DAY RED PEPPER DOC 984RKWA RED ROCK 5T KWA MS ROCK 7P
AJB RED PEARL 8A BLCC MR BLACK STING 155SAJB SPECKLED PEARL 63W AJB LADY RED 294T

Si
re

D
am

JAN 18/20     AJB  16H   -BPG1330011-

Lot 7 DAm 
Macho

 Daughter
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KWD ASTERIX 7AKWD ROCKO 25C KWD ATHENA 18AA
AJB LARAMIE 20F KWA RED ROCK 5TAJB RED PEARL 8A AJB SPECKLED PEARL 63W

DAY RED PEPPER DOC 984RKWA RED ROCK 5T KWA MS ROCK 7P
AJB LADY SWEETROCK 4B REMINGTON RED LABEL HRAJB SWEETFACE 89U AJB SWEETIE 68S

Si
re

D
am

55H is out of a cow line that has done dark red for generations, her first son was a high seller 
to Jason Teeple and Family in Ont, and her second son was a high seller to Luv-in-it Cattle 
Co. in Alberta. Her first daughter raised a high seller last year to Jason Mullin, and her other 
daughter was picked for Shades as a bred, but I wasn’t letting her go anywhere!!! This cow 
family is dominantly feminine with chiselled skulls, sweeping wide hip, soft sided, pear shaped 
and woolly. The line breeding of Red Rock in this calf adds to the real value and efficacy of his 
tremendous epds, dominant color, hair, and Maternal power. 

CE: 9.5 | BW: 2.6 | WW: 70.8 | YW: 113.4 | Milk: 27,7 | MCE: 7,2 | MWWT: 63.1 | CW: 37.2 | REA: 0.88 | FAT: -0.096 | MARB: 0.11

Lot 8 Dam lot 8 grand damLot 8 Grand sire

FEB 15/20     AJB  55H     -PG1330034-

BW: 96 | ACT WW: 920 | ACT YW: 1410

lot 8

AJB Wyoming Red 55H

  - Hetero POLLED -  
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CE: 7.5 | BW: 3.5 | WW: 77.9 | YW: 117.2 | Milk: 26.3 | MCE: 4.6 | MWWT: 65.3 | CW: 28.7 | REA: 0.87 | FAT: -0.117 | MARB: -0.01

KWD ASTERIX 7AKWD ROCKO 25C KWD ATHENA 18A
AJB LARAMIE 20F KWA RED ROCK 5TAJB RED PEARL 8A AJB SPECKLED PEARL 63W

 LFE BS LEWIS 322UAJB BLUE CHECKERPLATE 17A BLCC MISS 196R
AJB BLUE CHOCOLATE 47C KWA RED ROCK 5T AJB CHOCOLATE FACE 4Z AJB LADY INSPIRED 368X

Si
re

D
am

  FEB 29/20     AJB  69H    -PG1330093-

BW: 98 | ACT WW: 910 | ACT YW: 1410

lot 9

AJB Frontiersman 69H

  - Hetero POLLED -  

 

Here are a pair of brothers off AJB Laramie 20F, a bull that Lyle Salmon bought and graciously let me use.  
I used him because his mother is the dam of Macho Man. Building on the strength of cows that can fatten 
on slough hay is a trait the world needs more of.  Both bulls are insanely woolly haired and dark red. Both 
bulls are long-spined with a loose-made flexibility that all Rocko progeny possess.  This pair of brothers 
spent most of January sweating as we wore hoodies in the balmy weather, and now, in the depth of a fun 
arctic vortex, both these bulls take the cold like any good yeti…smiling Chuck-Norris style!!

69H this is one my favourites, talk about stretch, almost lanky, with depth of side and hair like a Highlander.  His mother is a red baldy cow that carries more 
natural rear quarter and hip muscling than my herd as a whole. The cow family is also dominantly dark red, going back to the 368X cow family, with progeny 
working in herds like Horner Cattle Co., Hardy Letain, and Turtle Mountain Reds. It must also be noted that the maternal sire: AJB Blue made females that make 
bulls, a Blue daughter is also the dam of lot 1. If you want to combat extreme moderation by increasing frame, bone and legit stretch in every direction, without 
compromising maternal traits, the surefooted Frontiersman is your guy. 

AJBLaramie 20F
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Lot10

Tighten up calving season,  
improve a return to estrus  
and boost reproductive  
performance with Blueprint® 
beef minerals. A unique and 
effective approach to beef 
cattle nutrition, Blueprint® 
is designed with cutting-
edge nutrition technologies 
for today’s advanced beef 
genetics.

Maximize the  
full expression 

of your herd’s 
genetic potential.

For more information on Blueprint® Nutrition  
Programs contact your local Beef Account Manager  
or email: blueprint@masterfeeds.com

www.ajblivestock.com

New This Year
New this year, we are now feeding a strictly whole oat and forage diet to the bulls. Unprocessed S01 oats with a blueprint/protein pellet for a complete daily ration; instead of a standing 
textured creep ration, while still feeding free-choice grass hay. The concept being to develop the bulls by using one of nature’s best asset: the rumen, Environmentalism in its purest form!
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CE: 9.5 | BW: 2.2 | WW: 62.9 | YW: 89.1 | Milk: 28.5 | MCE: 8.5 | MWWT: 60.0 | CW: 13.8 | REA: 0.87 | FAT: -0.127 | MARB: 0.23

EMMONS BLACK HERCULES3C WALLY C240 BLK 3C CROCUS 9278 BL
AJB BLACK VELVET 9F CEN LAREDO 519LAJB RED VELVET DREAM 22D AJB LADY DREAM ROCK 21A

 DAY RED PEPPER DOC 984RKWA RED ROCK 5T KWA MS ROCK 7P
AJB LIVING ON LOVE 41F REMINGTON RED LABEL HRAJB LADY RED LABEL 14D AJB EVAN LADY 11U

Si
re

D
am

The sire Black Velvet is a homo-polled 3C Wally son that I created just for heifers: Stacking Wally on top of Red Rock, On top of Laredo, and Dream On…all multi-
generational calving-ease bloodlines. I used him heavily this past year and had zero issues: all calved hands free with the high level of vigour required for breed improvement. 
It was like they had teat magnets in their mouths, Velvet progeny are up and sucking in minutes and then hopping around the barn like baby mule deer.  Vigour is a trait 
we have chased diligently and this bloodline carries it big time.    So to then double down with Velvet On the Rocks, with another go of Red Rock, Red label, and MF Evan, 
the combined pedigree is a real Freedom Tower of calving-ease predictability in this herdsire prospect.  As the first son to be offered, Velvet On The Rocks is a homo-polled 
prospect with some awesome potential: sharp headed, smooth shouldered, and long-spined.  His mother is a smaller framed Red rock female, smaller framed because of 
environment, as she was an orphan, but don’t let her stature fool you, she carries the same, if not more, power of every Red Rock female that has walked before her.  

  FEB 20/20     AJB  62H    -PG1330240-

BW: 88 | ACT WW: 780 | ACT YW: 1220

lot 10

AJBVelvet On The Rocks 62H

  - HOMO POLLED -  

Red Rock Females

www.ajblivestock.com
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HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111XERIXON DEALER 63Z ERIXON LADY 35T
AJB TRAFFICKING 2B KWA RED ROCK 5TAJB CHOCOLATE FACE 4Z

 AJB LADY INSPIRED 368X

LFE MR LEWIS 462PLFE BLACK RIDGELINE 536W
 LFE RS FIRSTBASE 29S

AJB LUCKY RED LADY 6Z BLCC MR BLACK STING 155SAJB SPECKLED PEARL 63W
 AJB LADY RED 294T

Si
re

D
am

44H swings a mighty hammer.  His sire was a bull I showed, collected, and then he walked at 
Walter Brydon’s for his career.I have a full sister to Red Trafficstop and she a stunning female 
with arguably one of the prettiest udders on the farm, smaller teats and precision placement. 
The grandmother 6Z is still in production and has the same stunning udder. Longevity and 
production is strong in this cow family: they share the same lineage as lot 7, 8, and 9, stemming 
back to the old 294T cow.  So, if you are looking for a dark red, giant nutted bull to create 
stunning females off of that out-produce well past the average age of cow, this is your guy!! 

CE: 9.7 | BW: 1.6 | WW: 64.2 | YW: 96.1 | Milk: 22.3 | MCE: 4.9 | MWWT: 54.4 | CW: 14.6 | REA: 0.88 | FAT: -0.097 | MARB: 0.00

Lot 11 DamLot 11 Sire

  FEB 9/20      AJB  44H     -PG1329999-

BW: 90 | ACT WW: 850 | ACT YW: 1290

lot 11

AJB Red Trafficstop 44H

  - Hetero Polled -  

Lot 11 Grand Dam
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CE: 10.8 | BW: -0.5 | WW: 56.0 | YW: 82.5 | Milk: 33.5 | MCE: 8.3 | MWWT: 61.5 | CW: 22.4 | REA: 0.87 | FAT: -0.108 | MARB: 0.08

BLACK MAXER BLACK MACK 568Y ER MISS REDLINE 63T
ER BIG SKY 545B SIEGFRIEDJKE 38W   PHILLIPS POLLED CHARM

 DAY RED PEPPER DOC 984RKWA RED ROCK 5T KWA MS ROCK 7P
AJB DOUBLE ROCK LADY 16F LFE ROCHFORT 3013TAJB LADY ROCHFORT 208Y AJB SHOWBOAT SHADOW 95U

Si
re

D
am

38H is a complete ER Big Sky son out of first calf heifer that is also a full sister to Ruby.  Being Barrel shaped and well-haired is consistent with this cow family!!  In addition 
to that is the value of ER Big Sky genetics, they translated into tremendous, high powered females with tops like tables and higher quality milk.   This herdsire prospect is also 
very well-balanced and solid from front to back.  A half-brother sold to Teresa and Jo walker last year, and this bull follows the same pattern.  He has a great set of numbers 
that put him as a great working sire for someone who wants calving ease without sacrificing too much weaning weight performance.  

  FEB 1/20     AJB  38H    -SG1330225-

BW: 82 | ACT WW: 870 | ACT YW: 1260

lot 12

AJB Endless Red Sky 38H

  - Scurred, Hetero POlled -  

Lot 12 dam FULL Sister

Lot 12 Half Brother
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Lot 1:  

to all the bidders and buyers in last year’s sale; 
it was a real leap of faith and  we sincerely appreciate everyone who took the time to register with farmgate, 

check out the bulls online and on the farm.

T H A N K  Y O U

JAY-DAWN FARMS
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Lot 2: 

Jeff Teeple

Lot 3: 
Red Willow Ranch

Lot 4: 
City View Simmentals

Lot 5: 
Jason Mullin

Lot 6: 
WLB Livestock

Lot 8: 
Trevor Bartkiw

Lot 9: 
Nicholas Bray

Lot 10: 
Tanner Langlois

Lot 11: 
South Valley Farms

Lot 12: 
Joe Ranch Cattle Corp.

Lot 13: 
Dillon Milliken

Lot 14:
 Mike Didych

Lot 15: 
Teresa and Jo Walker

to all the bidders and buyers in last year’s sale; 
it was a real leap of faith and  we sincerely appreciate everyone who took the time to register with farmgate, 

check out the bulls online and on the farm.
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